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ABSTRACT

There is a growing body of research in psychology that attempts to extrapolate human lexical judgments from computational models of semantics. This research can be used to help develop comprehensive norm sets for experimental research, it has applications to large-scale statistical modelling of lexical access and has broad value within natural language processing and sentiment analysis. However, the value of extrapolated human judgments has recently been questioned within psychological research. Of primary concern is the fact that extrapolated judgments may not share the same pattern of statistical relationship with lexical and semantic variables as do actual human judgments; often the error component in extrapolated judgments is not psychologically inert, making such judgments problematic to use for psychological research. We present a new methodology for extrapolating human judgments that partially addresses prior concerns of validity. We use this methodology to extrapolate human judgments of valence, arousal, dominance, and concreteness for 78,286 words. We also provide resources for users to extrapolate these human judgments for three million English words and short phrases. Applications for large sets of extrapolated human judgments are demonstrated and discussed.
work is clear when numbers of rated items are compared. The often-used ANEW norm set (Bradley & Lang, 1999) for valence, arousal, and dominance contains 1034 items. In comparison, Westbury et al. (2015) released a dataset of extrapolated valence and arousal values for over 70,000 words. This order of magnitude larger scope affords researchers unprecedented control over selecting for specific stimulus properties when designing experiments.

The utility of extrapolated human judgments hinges on the validity of the extrapolation procedure. Mandera et al. (2015) suggest two main reasons to be pessimistic about current practices. First, the methodologies being used for extrapolation are not well suited for estimations of the extremes of human judgments. Second, some important validation criteria are not applied in most of the previously reported research.

Much of the effort to extrapolate human semantic judgments has relied on co-occurrence models of semantics and has been focused primarily on extrapolating the affective properties of valence, arousal, and dominance (e.g., Bestgen & Vincze, 2012; Mandera et al., 2015; Recchia & Louwerse, 2015; Westbury et al., 2015). One way to approach the problem is with the k-nearest-neighbours estimation technique: The semantic properties of a word are estimated by averaging over relevant values for a set of words similar to it in meaning (as measured by a co-occurrence model) that human estimates are available for. Suppose the valence of exuberant is unknown, but it is similar in meaning to joyous and party. Furthermore, human judgments of valence are available for both joyous and party. The valence of exuberant can be estimated by averaging the human judgments available for joyous and party.

The k-nearest-neighbours approach allows small norm sets of human judgments to be used to extrapolate values for larger sets of unjudged words. It is the most common and successful method for extrapolating human judgments from co-occurrence models of semantics (e.g., Bestgen & Vincze, 2012; Mandera et al., 2015; Recchia & Louwerse, 2015; but see Westbury et al., 2015, for an alternate approach). However, since the k-nearest-neighbours approach is relying on averaging across similar words, it is inherently limited in its ability to extrapolate to extreme values. The highest and lowest value words will always, by necessity, be mis-estimated due to the use of averaging. The practical limitations of k-nearest-neighbours approaches still need to be rigorously empirically tested. For the moment, it remains largely a theoretical concern. Regardless, this concern motivates the search for new methodologies that allow for extrapolation without the averaging of human judgments.

The second problem with extrapolating human judgments lies in the error component of such extrapolations. If extrapolated judgments are to be of any use for psychological research, they need to carry information about the semantic judgments they are modelling. This is the portion of the problem that most researchers have previously been focused on. However, it is also important that the error component does not contain systematicities. For example, if a human judgment is estimated by using word frequency measures because word frequency happens to correlate with that human judgment, it becomes a point of concern whether or not systematic variation having to do with word frequency now contaminates estimates. If the answer is “yes”, then such estimates lose much of their utility for experimental research and computational modelling.

The issue is well illustrated by Mandera et al. (2015), who built predictive models of valence, arousal, and dominance that correlate with actual human judgments at \( r = .69 \), \( r = .49 \), and \( r = .59 \), respectively. Their models have high predictive validity of actual human judgments. However, Mandera et al. showed that actual human judgments and predictions of those human judgments differ in critical ways. For example, there are strong relationships between estimates of dominance and word frequency (\( r = .78 \)), between estimates of valence and word frequency (\( r = .97 \)), and between estimates of arousal and word length (\( r = .51 \)). These values are all well above what is observed between actual human judgments and lexical variables: \( r = .16 \), \( r = .17 \), and \( r = .10 \), respectively. These disparities in correlation strength indicate that the error component of human judgment estimates reported by Mandera et al. systematically introduces variation having to do with word frequency and word length. This reduces the validity of these estimates for application within psychological research where word frequency or word length might also be relevant variables. Current work on extrapolating human judgments needs validation criteria that go beyond maximizing variance accounted for in the prediction target.

One way validation criteria can be improved is by ensuring that predictions of human judgments share the same correlational structure with other
Lund & Burgess, 1997, semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). The two classic co-occurrence models are latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and the hyperspace analogue to language (HAL; Lund & Burgess, 1996) and its many derivations (Durda & Buchanan, 2008; Hofmann, Kuchinke, Biemann, Tamm, & Jacobs, 2011; Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Rhode, Gonnerman, & Plaut, 2007; Shaoul & Westbury, 2006, 2010a, 2011). Within LSA-style models, context is defined as a document of text. In HAL-style models, context is defined as a finite window of words preceding and following a target word. Regardless of these differences, as the contexts of two words become more similar, their semantic similarity is also assumed to become more similar.

Co-occurrence models of semantics

The basic observation motivating co-occurrence models of semantics is that words with similar meanings occur within similar contexts. The specific details of what constitutes context and how context should be represented are where variations in models exist. The two classic co-occurrence models are latent semantic analysis (LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) and the hyperspace analogue to language (HAL; Lund & Burgess, 1996) and its many derivations (Durda & Buchanan, 2008; Hofmann, Kuchinke, Biemann, Tamm, & Jacobs, 2011; Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Rhode, Gonnerman, & Plaut, 2007; Shaoul & Westbury, 2006, 2010a, 2011). Within LSA-style models, context is defined as a document of text. In HAL-style models, context is defined as a finite window of words preceding and following a target word. Regardless of these differences, as the contexts of two words become more similar, their semantic similarity is also assumed to become more similar.

Within co-occurrence models, a word’s meaning is represented as a context vector. Consider the sentences, the boy ate the cookie and the dog ate the bone. Within a HAL-style model, the words boy and dog would each have a vector representing its unique meaning. Within this vector, there would be dimensions for the various contexts in which the words could occur. One dimension would correspond to how often the word occurred with the, another for occurrences with ate, a third with cookie, a fourth with bone, and many more dimensions for the variety of other contexts that these words might occur within. In this particular limited case, the vector for boy would be [2, 1, 1, 0] whereas the vector for dog would be [2, 1, 0, 1]. The similarity of those vectors specifies the similarity in meaning of the words.

Such representations tend to be long (there are many unique contexts in which words can occur) and sparse (in practice, words tend to be used only in specific contexts). To simplify representations, models will usually use dimensional reduction techniques. At its simplest, this may simply involve truncation of vectors to the n most variable dimensions (where n might be a couple of thousand; Lund & Burgess, 1996). In other cases, statistical tools like singular value decomposition are used for dimensional reduction of vectors (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997). Often these models will require large corpora of documents (millions or billions of words) on which to construct word vectors. Such data are readily available on the internet through websites like Wikipedia. Co-occurrence models prove to be an effective tool for modelling semantics. For instance, models can make similarity judgments between words that allow them to pass tests of English as a foreign language with basic competence (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997).

Another type of co-occurrence model has recently been developed in the natural language processing literature. This type relies on machine learning tools to predict the contexts in which words occur. The
most prominent of this class is Google’s skip-gram model with negative sampling (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). Rather than representing word meanings as raw co-occurrence values (e.g., HAL-types), these models use a neural network to find relationships that map each word to its context of use. The skip-gram model with negative sampling (sometimes referred to as word2vec, after Google’s free software that implements this algorithm) trains a neural network to predict the words preceding and following a target word across large corpora of text. Errors are back-propagated to a vector representation of the input word. The vector’s values are adjusted to minimize error on future encounters with that word–context pair.

HAL-type models represent word meaning as the literal contexts in which they occur. In contrast, the skip-gram model’s representations of word meaning drive predictions of contextual details. The skip-gram model is not encoding context; it is encoding abstractions that predict context. Thus, it is more akin to models like LSA, which employ dimensionality reduction techniques that extract patterns of co-occurrence relationships across documents. Also like LSA, the skip-gram model uses short vector representations (vector lengths of tens or hundreds, rather than lengths of thousands). The consequence is that the skip-gram model’s (and LSA’s) vectors are informationally more dense than vectors from HAL-type models. One of the critical points of divergence between LSA and the skip-gram model is scalability: The computational complexity of constructing an LSA model increases supralinearly with the number of documents over which vectors are constructed, whereas the skip-gram model only increases linearly. Consequently, the skip-gram model can be trained on substantially larger corpora, resulting in higher quality word vectors.

The technical documents describing the skip-gram model are opaque on issues of why certain design decisions were made, and why they work as well as they do (see Goldberg & Levy, 2014, for discussion, as well as our final discussion below). The motivation for most of the design decisions is probably pragmatic: The skip-gram model is designed the way it is, because that is the way that worked the best. It is hard to argue with a response like this when you compare the skip-gram model’s performance to alternate models; it has unprecedented success on a range of semantic relatedness judgments (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013). However, given that the skip-gram model is so good at modelling semantic relationships, there are strong motivations to try and understand why.

On the technical end, Levy and Goldberg (2014) have proven that the skip-gram model converges on a factorization of the word-context matrix that constitutes its training data. The question of why matrix factorization results in human-plausible semantic representations is a separate topic that still does not have a satisfying answer (Levy & Goldberg, 2014). We have made preliminary steps towards addressing this question: The skip-gram model embeds word meaning within a multidimensional space whose primary dimensions of variability organize words along affective axes (Hollis & Westbury, in press). This is consistent with observations that humans organize meaning primarily along affective dimensions (e.g., Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957). Possibly the skip-gram model is converging on a psychologically plausible means of extracting meaning from context that is omitted from other models. For this reason, the skip-gram model presents itself as a promising model on which to extrapolate human semantic judgments from raw vector representations.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

**Word vectors**

Google has previously released a dataset of vector representations for the three million most common words (e.g., river) and phrases (e.g., Yangtze_River) in a six billion word subset of the Google News corpus. These vectors are free for download and use, and can be found at the word2vec code repository (Word2vec, 2013). This dataset represents word meaning as vectors of length 300.

We use a subset of these vectors to extrapolate human judgments. This subset we use corresponds to the 60,453 words that occurred in both (a) the three million Google news vector dataset and (b) in any of the following norm sets of human judgments or responses (Balota et al., 2007; Brysbaert et al., 2014; Keuleers et al., 2012; Kuperman et al., 2012; Warriner et al., 2013).

**Data for model training**

Very large norm sets of human judgments have recently been collected through use of Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. The norm sets contain human judgments for valence, arousal, and dominance (n = 13,915; Warriner et al., 2013), concreteness (n = 37,058; Brysbaert et al., 2014), and age of acquisition (n = 30,121; Kuperman et al., 2012). We build and validate models that predict corresponding human judgments in the first two of the three norm sets (valence, arousal, dominance, and concreteness). We have built a model of age of acquisition, but omit it from our current work. We found it difficult to produce an adequate model for human judgments of age of acquisition, despite trying numerous transformations of both the predictors and the target variable. Specifically, words estimated as being acquired before approximately age 7 were not well fitted by any model we tried. Further work is required to find an appropriate transformation to put age of acquisition on a scale that can be effectively predicted from the skip-gram model’s vectors (but see discussion in Westbury, 2013, on the formal problems with age of acquisition as a predictor of lexical access).

Model training
Separate models for each of our four human judgments were trained. In each case, models were constructed following the same sequence of steps. First, the words for which human judgments were available were randomly split into two halves: a training set, and a validation set. A linear regression model was created to predict human judgments from the skip-gram model’s dimensions. This model was developed on the training data. The model initially included all 300 skip-gram model dimensions in the regression equation. Backwards stepwise regression was then performed to sequentially eliminate all dimensions that did not reduce information loss according to the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The model was then reconstructed using forward stepwise regression on only the previously chosen terms. The final model included only terms that reduced information loss (AIC) in the forward direction.

As noted above, the skip-gram model is setting vector weights by implicitly performing matrix factorization (Goldberg & Levy, 2014), and thus the 300 dimensions that represent word meaning are all near-orthogonal. We therefore have no reason to be concerned with covariation among predictors.

Model validation
We use two criteria to ensure the validity of extrapolated judgments. The first criterion is prediction of human judgments over validation subsets created from data in Warriner et al. (2013) and Brysbaert et al. (2014). We additionally check the predictive validity of our estimates by comparing them to the separate norms of Bradley and Lang (1999) and Coltheart (1981). The former shall be referred to as the ANEW affect norms, and the latter MRC (Medical Research Council) concreteness norms. This step ensures the predictive validity of extrapolated judgments.

Our second validation criterion is prediction against lexical and semantic variables. The second validation step ensures that predicted human judgments share the same statistical structure with lexical and semantic variables as actual human judgments. We validate against affective measures taken from Warriner et al. (2013; valence, arousal, dominance), concreteness measures taken from Brysbaert et al. (2014), lexical (log word frequency, word length, orthographic n) and lexical access measures (lexical decision time, word naming time) taken from the ELP (Balota et al., 2007), and a lexical access measure (lexical decision time) taken from the BLP (Keuleers et al., 2012). The English Lexicon Project provides multiple measures of word frequency. We use frequencies calculated from movie subtitles, as they have the highest predictive validity of lexical access times.

If the final forward stepwise model showed no sign of overfitting based on our validation criterion, its term weights were recalculated on the combined training and primary validation data. Human judgments are then extrapolated for the 78,286 unique words that (a) we have vector representations for and (b) are included in any of the above-mentioned norm sets, plus those used in Westbury et al. (2015).

Data transformation
Concreteness ratings and all three of the affect measures were reported on scales with restricted ranges (1–5 for concreteness, 1–9 for affect). This poses potential conceptual problems for linear regression, as predictions might be made outside of the plausible range of response (e.g., the model might make a nonsense prediction of 10 out of 9 for valence on a particular word). In response to this, we considered two alternate approaches to model construction. First, we tried constructing models on the logit-transform of the four human judgments: \( \log \left( \frac{y_s}{1-y_s} \right) \) where \( y_s \) is the value of \( y \), scaled to be between 0 and 1. This transformation maps the judgments onto a range of negative to positive infinity. Second, we also tried linear regression where the
output of the model was clamped at the ends of each scale. In all cases, we found clamping of model output to provide better fits to human judgments than logit-transforming the variable being predicted. Thus, we only report results for construction of output-clamped models.

**Results**

**Model construction**

Model results for predicting human judgments are displayed in Table 1. In each case, the model validated well. The largest discrepancy between training set and validation set performance is for dominance judgments (training $r = .715$, validation $r = .685$). According to the Fisher r-to-z transformation for comparing two correlation coefficients, this is a reliable difference ($z = 3.35$, $p = .0008$). When the model’s term weights are recalculated on the validation data, $r = .704$, the recalculated fit is not reliably different from the training set performance ($z = 1.65$, $p = .10$). The smallest discrepancy is for concreteness judgments (training $r = .835$; validation $r = .828$). This, too, is a reliable difference ($z = 2.14$, $p = .03$). However, when the model’s term weights were recalculated on the validation data ($r = .833$) there was no reliable difference from performance on the training data ($z = 0.53$, $p = .59$). Similar patterns of results are seen for valence and arousal. These results provide evidence that the model did not overfit to the training data.

Since signs of overfitting to the training set were not present, the model’s term weights were recalculated by pooling both the training and validation set together. The performance of the recalculated model is shown in Table 1. The best performance was in predicting concreteness judgments ($r = .833$), and worst performance in predicting arousal judgments ($r = .620$). Low performance on predicting arousal judgments is consistent with previous observations that arousal judgments are difficult to model (Mandera et al., 2015; Recchia & Louwerse, 2015; Westbury et al., 2015), in part because independent human judgments of arousal are not as well correlated as other human judgments (Westbury et al., 2015; Westbury et al., 2013).

**Predictive validity of affective judgments**

It is informative to compare model performance at predicting human judgments to measures of inter-norm reliability and split-half reliability. We start with the affective measures of valence, arousal, and dominance. Reported split-half reliabilities for valence, arousal, and dominance judgments are .914, .689, and .770, respectively (Warriner et al., 2013). Warriner et al. (2013) additionally split their affect judgments by demographic features and correlate scores between demographic groups. Specifically, they looked at male versus female, young versus old, and high and low education groups. While model predictions are overall lower than split-half reliabilities of the full dataset, they are comparable to correlations between demographic groups for valence ($r = .799$ vs. .79 (split by gender), .82 (split by age), .83 (split by education)), and superior for arousal (.620 vs. .52 (gender), .50 (age), .41 (education)) and for dominance (.704 vs. .59 (gender), .59 (age), .61 (education)).

Examining inter-norm reliabilities is another way to assess the predictive validity of model performance. There is a strong relationship between Warriner et al. (2013) norms and the ($n = 1034$) ANEW norms: $r = .953$ for valence; $r = .759$ for arousal; and $r = .795$ for dominance. These values are comparable to the split-half reliabilities reported by Warriner et al.

When our model predictions are correlated with the ANEW norms, we see lower correlations for valence ($r = .872$), arousal ($r = .704$), and dominance ($r = .723$). Our model is not accounting for all of the variance shared between norm sets, but it is accounting for a very large proportion of it. To estimate the proportion of psychologically relevant variation that our extrapolated norms are accounting for, we take the ratio of two $r^2$ values: the $r^2$ between model extrapolations and the ANEW norms, divided by the $r^2$ between the ANEW and Warriner et al. (2013) norms. This provides a metric of the amount of variance that our model is accounting for in the ANEW norms, compared to the amount of variance that our model could account for in the ANEW norms, as estimated by a separate norm set. This produces estimates of 95.65% for valence, 96.31% for arousal, and 95.36% for dominance. Our models are accounting for nearly all of the psychologically plausible variance in ANEW norms.

Finally, we compare the performance of our model to that of previously reported models. For affective judgments, Recchia and Louwerse (2015) is currently the best performing model. Like ours, the Recchia and Louwerse models are developed on the Warriner et al. (2013) norms. Our models perform reliably better than the Recchia and Louwerse models at predicting human judgments of valence ($r = .799$ vs. .765), $z = 7.30$, $p = 2.2e-16$, arousal
Predictive validity of concreteness judgments

Model estimates of concreteness correlate with the Brysbaert et al. (2014) data at $r = .833$. Brysbaert et al. do not report a split-half reliability score for their concreteness norms, so we are unable to directly compare model performance to this value. We further compare our extrapolated judgments to concreteness estimates from the MRC norms. Over the $n = 3,937$ words that the Brysbaert et al. norm set shares with the MRC database, our estimates correlate with these concreteness norms at $r = .835$. The Brysbaert et al. norms correlate with the MRC norms at $r = .918$. Taking the ratio of $r^2$ values, our estimates account for 95.37% of the variance that could be accounted for in MRC concreteness judgments, based on a theoretical maximum estimated by the correlation between MRC concreteness judgments and the Brysbaert et al. concreteness norms. As with the affective measures, this is an indication that our concreteness estimates are honing in on a large portion of the relevant variation that forms human concreteness judgments.

The only other model of concreteness judgments we are aware of is reported by Mandera et al. (2015). They report that their model cross-validates with $r = .796$ on a quarter subset of the Brysbaert et al. (2014) data. Our model cross-validated to half of the Brysbaert et al. (2014) data with $r = .829$. This difference in correlations is reliable, $z = 7.94$, $p = 2.2e-16$.

Validation against lexical and semantic measures

We now verify that our predicted judgments share the same statistical structure with lexical and semantic measures as do actual human judgments. To do this, we correlate (a) actual human judgments and (b) estimated human judgments with three lexical variables (log frequency, word length, orthographic neighbourhood size), three measures of lexical access (lexical decision time and lexical naming time taken from the ELP and lexical decision time taken from the BLP), and four semantic measures (valence, arousal, dominance, and concreteness). Statistical relationships are displayed in Table 2.

Overall, actual human judgments and our estimated human judgments relate to lexical variables in similar ways. We observe no differences in statistical structure shared between human judgments or our estimates, and lexical measures.

We do observe discrepancies for concreteness and arousal on measures of lexical access. Our arousal estimates predict lexical decision times slightly better than human judgments of arousal ($r = .072$ vs. $.047$), $z = 2.0$, $p = .045$. We discount this difference based on its reliability and the number of comparisons that are being made.

Concreteness estimates show discrepancies for both word naming times and lexical decision times. However, these differences are marginal. Given that the differences are for measures of lexical access times but not lexical variables, we interpret the effect as indicating that our estimates are uncontaminated by confounding lexical factors, but have not accounted for all of the psychologically relevant variation present in human judgments of concreteness as it pertains to lexical access.

Table 1. Final model performance on both the training and validation sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Training $r$</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Validation $r$</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Combined model</th>
<th>Recchia norms</th>
<th>Westbury norms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>.807</td>
<td>6962</td>
<td>.786</td>
<td>6961</td>
<td>.799</td>
<td>13,923</td>
<td>.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal</td>
<td>.623</td>
<td>6962</td>
<td>.611</td>
<td>6961</td>
<td>.620</td>
<td>13,923</td>
<td>.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>.715</td>
<td>6962</td>
<td>.685</td>
<td>6961</td>
<td>.704</td>
<td>13,923</td>
<td>.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concreteness</td>
<td>.835</td>
<td>19,977</td>
<td>.829</td>
<td>19,977</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>39,954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                  | Training     |   |                |   | Combined       |               |                |
| Validation       |              |   |                |   |               |               |                |
| Valence          |              |   |                |   |               |               |                |
| Arousal          |              |   |                |   |               |               |                |
| Dominance        |              |   |                |   |               |               |                |
| Concreteness     |              |   |                |   |               |               |                |

Note: After model development, term weights were recalculated by running the model on the pooled sets of data. Model performance from previously reported norms (Recchia & Louwerse, 2015; Westbury et al., 2015) are also included for comparison. Our models better predict valence, arousal, and dominance judgments than previously reported models.

Validation against lexical and semantic measures

We now verify that our predicted judgments share the same statistical structure with lexical and semantic measures as do actual human judgments. To do this, we correlate (a) actual human judgments and (b) estimated human judgments with three lexical variables (log frequency, word length, orthographic neighbourhood size), three measures of lexical access (lexical decision time and lexical naming time taken from the ELP and lexical decision time taken from the BLP), and four semantic measures (valence, arousal, dominance, and concreteness). Statistical relationships are displayed in Table 2.

Overall, actual human judgments and our estimated human judgments relate to lexical variables in similar ways. We observe no differences in statistical structure shared between human judgments or our estimates, and lexical measures.

We do observe discrepancies for concreteness and arousal on measures of lexical access. Our arousal estimates predict lexical decision times slightly better than human judgments of arousal ($r = .072$ vs. $.047$), $z = 2.0$, $p = .045$. We discount this difference based on its reliability and the number of comparisons that are being made.

Concreteness estimates show discrepancies for both word naming times and lexical decision times. However, these differences are marginal. Given that the differences are for measures of lexical access times but not lexical variables, we interpret the effect as indicating that our estimates are uncontaminated by confounding lexical factors, but have not accounted for all of the psychologically relevant variation present in human judgments of concreteness as it pertains to lexical access.
Our extrapolated judgments do show evidence of semantic contamination. Model estimates of valence are more strongly related to human judgments of arousal and less strongly related to human judgments of dominance than actual human judgments of valence are. Likewise, model estimates of both arousal and dominance are more strongly related to human judgments of affect than expected.

To our knowledge, the only other researchers performing this type of validation procedure for estimates of human judgments are Mandera et al. (2015). They find that their estimates of human judgments are highly contaminated by lexical variables. Although we do find some evidence of contamination (particularly with affective variables), that contamination is not nearly as pronounced as what is reported by Mandera and colleagues. In the case of concreteness judgments, our estimates show no indication of contamination from either lexical or semantic characteristics.

To further assess the relative quality of our extrapolated norms, we downloaded the norms of Recchia and Louwerse (2015) and Westbury et al. (2015) and applied the above validation procedure to each set. Results can be found in Table 3. Variables from both norm sets show reliable contamination from both lexical and semantic variables. Word frequency, concreteness, and dominance judgments appear to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Dominance</th>
<th>Concreteness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log frequency</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word length</td>
<td>−0.029</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic n</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>−0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical access (ELP)</td>
<td>n = 12,707</td>
<td>n = 12,707</td>
<td>n = 12,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical decision times</td>
<td>−0.176</td>
<td>−0.174</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming times</td>
<td>−0.122</td>
<td>−0.117</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical access (BLP)</td>
<td>n = 7,819</td>
<td>n = 7,819</td>
<td>n = 7,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical decision times</td>
<td>−0.189</td>
<td>−0.177</td>
<td>−0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic variables</td>
<td>n = 13,793</td>
<td>n = 13,793</td>
<td>n = 13,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>−0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal</td>
<td>−0.181</td>
<td>−0.212*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.652***</td>
<td>−0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concreteness</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>−0.167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Cases where human judgments and estimations differ in their strength of relationship to lexical variables are marked. BLP, British Lexicon Project; ELP, English Lexicon Project.

*p < .05. **p < .005. ***p < .0005.
the most consistently influential source of contamination. We conclude that our attempts at estimating human judgments is a marked improvement over previous attempts. This is evidenced both by a reduction in contamination from extraneous variables and as an improvement in the predictive validity of human judgments.

**Combining models**

We were curious whether our norms are strictly better than previous reported norm sets, or whether different extrapolated norm sets are honing in on different aspects of human judgments. We built two regression models to predict human judgments for each of valence, arousal, and dominance: one using just our extrapolated values, and one using both our extrapolated values and those provided by Recchia and Louwerse (2015). In each case, the model using both extrapolated norms better predicted human judgments than the model using just our extrapolated norms for all $F(1,13757), p = 2.2e-16$. Combined predictions correlated with valence at $r = .836$, arousal $r = .655$, and dominance $r = .731$. Including the Westbury et al. (2015) norms did not substantially improve predictions of affective measures.

Our extrapolated norms of human judgments are improvements to previously reported extrapolated norms. However, they are not strictly superior. Combining estimation methods and/or identifying new methodologies is a direction for future research.

**Adding lexical predictors**

We additionally constructed models including lexical variables (word length, log frequency, orthographic neighbourhood size) as predictors for human judgments. The resulting lexical-based extrapolations better predicted human judgments than the skip-gram-only models by a marginal amount: valence $r = .801$; arousal $r = .631$; dominance $r = .708$; concreteness $r = .861$ (compare to Table 1). However, in all cases, this introduced contamination by said lexical variables. As an example, for valence, lexical-based extrapolations correlated with log frequency at $r = .258$, word length at $r = -.086$, and orthographic neighbourhood size at $r = .049$. These lexical-based extrapolated values more strongly correlate with lexical properties than actual human judgments (Table 2). We do not include lexical predictors in our final extrapolated values.

**Discussion**

Stimulus norms are of important and varied use to psychological research. However the investment of time, labour, and money required to compile norm sets makes it challenging to engage in these activities on a large scale. Crowd-sourcing data collection can go a long way to ease the burdens of compiling norms. However, even brute-force approaches are fundamentally ill equipped to the problem considering the scope and variety of language use.

Extrapolation from computational models of semantics may help address the tractability problem inherent in brute-force approaches to compiling psychological norm sets. This is a particularly promising possibility, given the major recent advances that the field of semantic modelling is seeing. We add to this body of literature by presenting a new methodology for extrapolating human judgments that provides estimates with high predictive validity and low contamination from extraneous variables. We release an extrapolated norm set with entries for 78,286 words. We also provide software that enables users to extrapolate human judgments of valence, arousal, dominance, and concreteness for up to three million words and short phrases.

**Experiment 2**

A fair question is, what is the point of having such massively large norm sets in the first place? Psychology has done just fine with norms of a few thousand words so far. Even if that were true, larger norm sets means better granularity and choice when controlling stimulus properties. That choice enables psychological research to expand its scope and precision of operation.

Another argument is that large norm sets open up qualitatively new lines of research within psychology. For example, the emerging trend of megastudies in psycholinguistic research has proven to be illuminating about numerous factors that affect lexical access (Balota et al., 2007; Keuleers, Diependaele, & Brysbaert, 2010; Keuleers et al., 2012). However, this approach is predicated on using regression over large quantities of data points (tens of thousands). Producing large norm sets helps cultivate possibilities for large-scale modelling studies of lexical access.

Large norm sets also allow language research to begin grappling with more complex textual units. Psycholinguistic research tends to treat the word unit as if
it is a privileged level of analysis from which principles about linguistic acts more generally can be inferred. However, it has been pointed out that pervasive effects seen in word reading, like effects of word frequency, may not exist for connected text reading (Wallot, Hollis, & van Rooij, 2013), and that connected text reading may be functioning in a qualitatively different way than we infer from standard research paradigms within psycholinguistics (Wallot, 2014; Wallot et al., 2013). These discrepancies motivate an involved study of more realistic reading acts than are traditionally seen in the laboratory. But that necessarily introduces more variability in the linguistic environment and word use. Very large norm sets will be essential for beginning to quantify the semantic properties of larger textual units like sentences, articles, or books.

Large norm sets also allow psychologists to begin grappling with applied problems of language use and comprehension. For instance, there is a growing demand from companies to be able to use user-generated content (e.g., product reviews, social media posts) to infer customer feelings and responses to products. To be able to process customer feelings towards products at volume, automated methods need to be developed that enable researchers to identify the types and strengths of reactions that consumers have towards products.

Such research problems fall within the domain of sentiment analysis (see Liu, 2015, for introduction). Sentiment analysis is concerned with recognizing the presence of personal feelings (typically within text) and accurately labelling those feelings. Sentiment analysis is challenging for numerous reasons. First, it often has to infer affective content from complex, error-prone, open-ended texts. For this reason, large dictionaries that map words to affective properties are often valuable. Second, it needs to identify the presence of sentiment. This is referred to as the subjective/objective problem. Compare “three people killed in fire” to “three people were killed in a fire today”. Although both passages contain similar affect, the first is expressing a fact whereas the second is expressing a sentiment.

The problem of distinguishing subjective from objective passages is much harder than the problem of recognizing the type of affect that is present (Pak & Paroubek, 2010). For this reason, the majority of research on sentiment analysis has so far focused on the simpler problem of inferring the affective component of real-world texts that express a sentiment. The ANEW norms are a popular resource for aiding in the categorization of sentiment affect (Staiano & Guerini, 2014). However, because of its small size, the ANEW norm set is of limited use. The ANEW norms become particularly limiting when dealing with short, informal messages (e.g., social media posts; Go, Bhayani, & Huang, 2009), which may not contain any words referenced in the ANEW norms due to the brevity of message, or because of the presence of speech patterns that are idiosyncratic to particular social media platforms.

Large sets of extrapolated human judgments may therefore have an important role to play in sentiment analysis. We compare three norm sets (ANEW; Warriner et al., 2013; henceforth Warriner et al.; and the norms introduced here, henceforth Hollis et al.) on their ability to be used to categorize sentiment affect on two benchmark corpora: one containing 1000 high-valence sentiment and 1000 low-valence sentiment movie reviews and another containing over 1.6 million Twitter posts of both high- and low-valence sentiment.

Method

Sentiment corpora

The movie reviews corpus (introduced in Pang & Lee, 2004) contains 2000 entries harvested from internet movie review sites. Half contain positive reviews (accompanying “thumbs up” on review), and the other half contain negative reviews (accompanying “thumbs down” on review). Each review contains one or more paragraphs of text. The reviews were preprocessed to strip out nonlinguistic characters and to convert all text to lower case.

The Twitter corpus (introduced in Go et al., 2009) contains a 1.6 million tweet training set and a 359 tweet validation set. The training set was constructed and labelled by harvesting twitter posts that contained emoticons. Emoticons are a marker for the presence of subjective sentiment rather than objective fact. Twitter posts were categorized as high or low valence based on the type of emoticon in the post. For example, :), :-), and :-) would all result in a categorization of high-valence sentiment, whereas :(, :-,(, and :-( would result in a categorization of low-valence sentiment. The Twitter corpus was preprocessed to strip out all hashtags, emoticons, and URLs. Posts were also converted to lower-case text.
Emoticons are noisy labels for the presence and type of sentiment. To get an accurate measure of the quality of a classifier trained on such data, its performance would need to be assessed on a separate dataset with less noisy labelling of sentiment. Go et al. (2009) provide a validation set of 359 twitter posts (split between low/high-valence sentiment) that were annotated by hand. All reported measures of model performance pertaining to the Twitter sentiment corpus are in reference to this validation set.

Model construction
For each corpus, logistic regression classifiers were constructed to group data into categories of high-valence sentiment and low-valence sentiment. Classifiers were built using one of the three affective norm sets noted above: the ANEW norms, the Warriner et al. norms, and our newly extrapolated Hollis et al. norms. Each classifier used only a single predictor variable. For the movie reviews corpus, the predictor was a measure of average valence (for all words available in each norm set) across adjectives and adverbs within the review. Previous research has demonstrated that sentiment is best recognized for long texts when only adjectives and adverbs are considered (Liu, 2015). Part of speech was marked using Python’s natural language toolkit (nltk) package. The length restrictions on tweets prevented the use of such an approach; tweet valence was estimated as an average over all words within the tweet that also had an entry in the norm set being used.

Results
Classification accuracies using the ANEW norms, the Warriner et al. norms, and the Hollis et al. norms, respectively, were 56.17%, 65.05%, and 68.85% for movie reviews, and 52.92%, 72.70%, and 77.43% for tweets. The norms we have introduced here were superior to the ANEW and Warriner et al. norms at providing sentiment classifications for both movie reviews and tweets (all chi-squared p < .05).

A likely reason why our norms are superior to the Warriner and ANEW norms at providing sentiment classifications is the fact that our norms have entries for a larger set of words. When dealing with real-world text, this breadth provides a larger coverage of the text to be modelled. Another way to assess the quality of norms is by first reducing each norm set to the set of words that overlap between all norm sets. There are n = 1026 words that are present in all three norm sets. There are n = 13,793 words that are present in both the Warriner et al. norms and the Hollis et al. norms. We developed a new set of models from our three norm sets, restricting the models to only using entries for these two subsets of words. Data are presented in Figures 1 and 2 for the movie reviews and Twitter corpus, respectively.

There are no reliable statistical differences in classification performance between the best and worst performing model using the n = 1,026 subsets (Hollis et al. 56.62% vs. Warriner et al. 54.85%), \( \chi^2 = 1.17, p = .28 \), to classify movie reviews. There is no reliable difference between the Hollis et al. and Warriner et al. norms when using the n = 13,793 subsets (Hollis et al. 67.70% vs. Warriner et al. 65.05%), \( \chi^2 = 3.03, p = .08 \), to classify movie reviews. Likewise, there is no difference between the best and worst performing model using the n = 1,026 subsets (ANEW 52.92% vs. Hollis et al. 49.30%), \( \chi^2 = 0.80, p = .37 \), to classify tweets, nor is there a reliable difference between the Hollis et al. and Warriner et al. norms when using the n = 13,793 subsets (Warriner et al. 72.70% vs. Hollis et al. 70.19%), \( \chi^2 = 0.43, p = .51 \), to classify tweets. For the purposes of sentiment classification, each of the three norm sets are providing equal-quality affect estimates for words. However, due to their larger coverage of the English language, our norms provide overall superior classification accuracy for text sentiment.

Discussion
We demonstrate that, for the purposes of sentiment classification, our reported norms provide estimates of valence that are comparable in quality to both the ANEW and Warriner et al. norms. However, due to its larger size, our norm set allows for more complete coverage of real-world text and consequently produces higher accuracy classifications of the sentiment component of movie reviews and tweets.

General discussion
Our reported research has two main contributions. First, we demonstrate that the difficulties inherent in
extrapolating human semantic judgments from cooccurrence models can be mitigated with new methodologies. Although the error component of our affect extrapolations do still show evidence of slight contamination from other affect measures, our reported estimates of human judgments are an improvement in terms of both predictive validity and error composition over other attempts at extrapolating human judgments using similar validation procedures. Our extrapolations of concreteness judgments appear to...
be free of contamination from both semantic and lexical properties.

Second, we provide a very large norm set based on our extrapolations \( (n = 78,286) \). Not only is this the largest extrapolated norm set to date, it is also the highest quality extrapolated norm sets as assessed by multiple validation criteria. We further provide software for interested parties to generate their own estimates for up to three million unique words and short phrases. In Experiment 2, we demonstrate the value of large extrapolated norm sets for researchers interested in the classification of text sentiment.

In Experiment 1, we observed increased predictive validity of human judgments when our extrapolations are combined with those of Recchia and Louwerse \((2015)\). This motivates a search for improved or combined methodologies for extrapolating human semantic judgments.

Another area where future work can be directed is with the study of human processing of larger textual units. Recent work has demonstrated that the way people process connected texts is different from the way they process isolated words; variables known to exert a large influence in single word recognition may have little or no influence during connected text reading \((Wallot, 2014; Wallot et al., 2013\)). This motivates a comparison of findings observed in paradigms using the presentation of single words \( (e.g., \) lexical decision, naming experiments) to findings observed using the presentation of larger bodies of coherent text \( (e.g., \) connected text reading). However, in order to conduct such research, methods need to be available for quantifying properties of larger units of text. The results of Experiment 2 support the claim that our present work is a step towards quantifying semantic properties of large units of connected text.

There are probably multiple converging reasons as to why our extrapolated norms are superior to previously reported norm sets. There are also considerations for constructing high-quality extrapolated norms that go beyond our current analysis. Here we discuss some of these considerations.

Previous extrapolated norm sets have used lexical properties like frequency and length for extrapolation of human judgments \( (e.g., \) Mander\(a\) et al., \(2015; \) Recchia & Louwerse, \(2015\)). Intuitively, extrapolated judgments will become contaminated by lexical properties if lexical properties are used during extrapolation. Since we do not extrapolate based off lexical properties, our norms avoid this source of contamination. Employing validation criteria like those laid out here and in Mander\(a\) et al. \((2015)\) will help guard against such contamination.

While we use a different methodology for extrapolating human judgments from that of previous researchers, our materials also differ from those of previous researchers: We rely on word vectors trained by a different learning algorithm as well as a different training corpus for learning word vectors. Either of these factors may have contributed to, or accounted for, the advancements we observe. The corpus our word vectors were built on contained a selection of news articles on world events. It contains content that general persons have some degree of topical knowledge on. We would probably have different results if our word vectors were trained on, for instance, literary texts, textbooks, or texts from internet discussion groups. These contexts have variations in word use and, consequently, pick up on different aspects of semantics. We reran our analysis using word vectors constructed from a 900-million word Wikipedia snapshot downloaded in 2010 \((Shaoul \& Westbury, 2010b)\). We observed decrements in predictive validity of approximately \(3\%\) variance accounted for, for each of our extrapolated judgments. Corpus quality is a consideration for training co-occurrence models of semantics. Corpus quality is probably influenced by a combination of size and register—that is, the nature of its content and its relevance to human knowledge and experience \( (see \) Brysbaert et al., \(2011; \) Brysbaert \& New, \(2009)\).

It is possible that learning algorithms used to construct word vectors produce representations that have differential applicability to extrapolating human judgments. In particular, it may be the case that the skip-gram architecture is superior to co-occurrence architectures because the skip-gram model’s focus on prediction forces it to make fine-grained discriminations that are ignored by the purely associationist co-occurrence models \( (see \) Rescorla, \(1988)\). By their very nature, co-occurrence models record all co-occurrences, whether those co-occurrences are discriminatively relevant to a target word’s context \( (and, \) by extrapolation, that word’s meaning) or not. For example, the word “red” may co-occur with the word “ball” but since the word “red” occurs with many other words, and \( (more \) to the point) the word “ball” is modified by many other adjectives \( (including \) many that are more discriminative of the word’s context/meaning, like “tennis”, “bouncy”, or “soccer”), the word “red” is not a probable guess for the
context of the word “ball”. Since the skip-gram architecture is designed to predict each target word’s context, it must by its very nature discriminate between words that are likely to be discriminative of that context (“tennis”, “bouncy”, or “soccer”) and “noise” words that co-occur with that target word without being likely to be predicted by it (in this example, “red”). In sum, in associationist co-occurrence models, some recorded co-occurrences are unavoidable noise that are not useful for discriminating the target word, while the discriminative skip-gram model is explicitly designed to minimize that noise.

We were unable to test for the effect of learning algorithm in this research; the vectors we used are freely available online, but they were trained on a proprietary corpus. Thus, we are unable use the same corpus with a different learning algorithm to construct word vectors. Comparing the relative effectiveness of different learning algorithms for extrapolating human judgments should be addressed in future research. Such comparisons additionally provide a good context for testing the relative psychological merits of the various co-occurrence models of semantics (e.g., Durda & Buchanan, 2008; Hofmann et al., 2011; Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996; Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013; Rhode et al., 2007; Shaoul & Westbury, 2006, 2010a, 2011).

There are various ways to extrapolate human judgments. One of the contributions of this work is the introduction of one such method: regressing dimensions from word vector representations onto human judgments. Most research up to this point has instead relied on techniques one step removed from actual semantic representations in co-occurrence models—similarities to seed words (e.g., Westbury et al., 2015) or inferring based on properties of neighbours (e.g., Bestgen & Vincze, 2012; Mandera et al., 2015; Recchia & Louwerse, 2015). A more thorough comparison of these methods is warranted. It is possible that there is one best method, or that separate methods are complementary and can be combined.

A final consideration on the quality of extrapolated judgments has to do with the size of the training set for making extrapolations. Mandera et al. (2015) demonstrate that larger training sets improve the quality of extrapolated judgments for most extrapolation methods they test. Although it is unlikely that training set size contributes to the improvements seen in our extrapolated values relative to other recent attempts (we use comparably smaller training sets than Mandera et al., 2015; Recchia & Louwerse, 2015; Westbury et al., 2015), training set size still poses itself as a parameter consideration for future research on extrapolating human judgments. Extrapolated judgments will be most useful when only small datasets of human judgments are available. Developing methodologies that allow for high-quality extrapolation from thousands, rather than tens of thousands, of actual human judgments would be a useful step forward.

We are able to assert that our extrapolated judgments are an improvement over previously reported extrapolations. However, we are not able to say with certainty why. Improvements could be due to our extrapolation methodology, the corpus that word vectors were constructed from, the learning algorithm for constructing vectors, or interactions between these sources of difference from previous research. Further research will need to be conducted to better understand best practices for extrapolating human judgments. Such research is useful, as it can save researchers both time and money from having to collect large norm sets for human judgments of semantic variables.

We believe that extrapolated norms have the potential to be useful proxies for actual human judgments in “megastudies” approaches to language (e.g., Balota et al., 2007) and experimental work more generally. However, we note there are reasons why further validation of our norms may be necessary before such applications occur regularly. First, we point out that our three affective estimates all show slight contamination with other affective measures. Second, all three of our extrapolated affective measures correlate as strongly with measures of lexical access as actual human judgments but have lower inter-norm reliabilities with the ANEW or MRC norms than the training data. We presume this lower inter-norm reliability for extrapolated values is due to the fact that our norms are not fully capturing all of the systematic variation having to do with human judgments of affect (Experiment 1 results suggest that our norms are accounting for 95% of the relevant variation). But if this is the case, we should expect our norms to have slightly weaker correlations with measures of lexical access than actual human judgments. One interpretation is that the mild contamination from other affective measures increases the strength of relationship between our norms and measures of lexical access, cancelling the expected difference in relationship strength with measures of
lexical access. An alternate interpretation is that there are systematicalities shared between separate norm sets of human judgments that have no bearing on human semantics or lexical access (e.g., due to biases in judgment introduced by rating scale response formats). The alternative interpretation is supported by results of Experiment 2: extrapolated norms performed equally well as actual human judgments for estimating text sentiment when vocabulary size was held constant.

Ultimately we believe that the first interpretation is the more prudent stance to take when considering these norms for use in experimental research. However, any contamination that does exist is probably mild and may be acceptable for research contexts where actual human judgments do not exist (e.g., proper nouns). Table 2 suggests these concerns apply more to our extrapolated measures of valence, arousal, and dominance than they do to our extrapolations of concreteness.

We note that there are reasons to doubt that human judgments must be considered the ideal gold standard for lexical research. Since human judgments are often unreliable, subject to many moderating variables (such as age, gender, or education), often correlated with many lexical variables, and totally opaque, we do not necessarily believe they serve as a good gold standard. In keeping with classical psychometric theory (as outlined in, e.g., Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), an argument can be made that psycholinguistic research is better off using predictors that are unambiguously defined than using opaque human judgments as predictors. Using human judgments as predictors amounts to correlating one unknown (the thing we are trying to explain) with another unknown (human judgments). The point of scientific explanation is surely not to simply correlate unknowns, but rather to map unknowns on to empirically accessible, unambiguously defined measures.

The accurate extrapolation of human judgments should not be considered an end-goal for research on lexical semantics. The more productive action would be to replace human judgments with unambiguous, empirically accessible measures. However, demonstrating that (a) human judgments can be accurately extrapolated, and (b) extrapolations can effectively stand in for human judgments when modelling other human decisions are both useful steps for learning what types of empirically accessible measures could replace such judgments. Until such time as a more empirically grounded framework of understanding human semantics is posed, extrapolation becomes a useful pragmatic tool for researchers currently relying on human judgments as proxy for semantic measures. The work on extrapolating human judgments broadly construed points to co-occurrence models as being a useful framework for empirically grounding the study of semantics.
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